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Using the ab initio potential of Shin ef al. (to be published), we have calculated the bound states and 
infrared absorption spectrum of the van der Waals complex Ar.+CO. The results show that Ar.*CO 
cannot be treated as a quasirigid rotor, nor as a molecule with a free internal rotor. In particular, a 
transition to the first excited van der Waals bending level is predicted to be present in the spectrum, 
and its frequency varies with s1 (the projection quantum number of the total angular momentum 
onto the intermolecular axis going from the center of mass of CO to the Ar atom). It is also shown 
that, although the spectrum cannot be analyzed by the use of a rigid rotor model, rotational 
“constants” can still be defined for each value of a. This is consistent with the available 
experimental data and the predicted bending excitation can account for unassigned transitions in the 
infrared spectrum of this complex. Finally, a sensitivity analysis of the calculated spectrum with 
respect to the potential anisotropy has been performed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Studies of van der Waals and hydrogen bonded com- 
plexes are very important to understand the weak, intermo- 
lecular forces present between atoms and molecules. During 
the past few decades, these species have been the focus of 
intense experimental and theoretical studies.lm7 A variety of 
dynamical phenomena have been investigated, such as rota- 
tional and vibrational predissociation, IVR, cage effect, elec- 
tronic predissociation, and even chemical reactivity. 

The van der Waals complexes built with a diatomic mol- 
ecule and a rare gas atom are of particular interest, since they 
represent the simplest case in which anisotropic intermolecu- 
lar forces can be important. The intermolecular dynamical 
properties of this type of complexes range from those of a 
nearly free internal rotor (such as H, in the H,...Ar dime?) 
to those of an anharmonic oscillator/rigid rotor molecule 
[like I,**.Ar (Ref. 9) or the rare gas.+Cl, complexes’0-‘3]. A 
very interesting intermediate case is constituted by com- 
plexes of the type of Rg***HX, where Rg is Ne, Ar, Kr, or 
Xe, and X is F or Cl. In this case, the amplitudes of the van 
der Waals bending vibrations are very large due to the small 
mass of the hydrogen atom. Also, these complexes have usu- 
ally two minima which are both collinear, Rg***HX or 
Rg*..XH.‘4 The calculation of vibration-rotation spectra by 
Clary and Nesbitt” for Rg.**HCl predicted surprisingly large 
intensities for transitions to states with multiple vibrations 
excited in the bending mode. 

The complexes of CO with a rare gas atom (He, Ne, Ar) 

kaboratoire CNRS, MEN et CEA. 
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or H, also lie between the semirigid and nearly-free internal 
rotor limits,16 making the assignment of the spectrum more 
difficult. The Ar..CO dimer is one of the simplest atom- 
diatom van der Waals complexes consisting entirely of heavy 
species, which could also possess unusually large amplitude 
bending vibrations. Several intermolecular potential energy 
surfaces have been proposed to date. The first one was de- 
signed by Parker and Pack17 using the electron gas model, 
for studies of rotationally and vibrationally inelastic colli- 
sions of Ar with CO. Semiempirical dispersion coefficients 
c6 and Cs were determined, and two resulting potentiak 

were obtained. Both reproduced the second virial coefficients 
very well. The well depth of the first potential was nearly the 
same at all angles, with a maximum depth of 103 cm-’ at 
R = 3.77 A and 13= 102” (see the definition of these coordi- 
nates in Fig. 1). The well depth of the second potential varied 
more with angle and had a maximum depth of 141 cm-’ at 
3.57 8, and 6=85”. A year later, Mirskyt8 evaluated the 
CO*..Ar interaction potential in order to investigate the 
properties of the solid CO-Ar system. The potential was 
expressed as a sum of the C**.Ar and O.**Ar interatomic 
interactions, which were derived from the C**C, O.**O, and 
Ar***Ar exponential-6 potentials using combining rules. The 
equilibrium position for the Ar atom is at 3.63 A from the 
center of mass of CO, with 0=77” and the depth of the 
potential well equal to 110.4 cm-‘. The potential well was 
also found to be shallow along the minimum energy path 
going from the equilibrium position to the oxygen end, the 
barrier at the oxygen end being 23 cm-’ (the barrier to go 
around the carbon end being slightly higher, 45 cm-‘). More 
recently, Parish et al. have explored the difference between 
oxygen-end and carbon-end bonding in a variety of CO com- 
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FIG. 1. Coordinate system for the Ar.420 complex. 

plexes using the molecular mechanics for clusters (MMC) 
computational method.” This MMC potential is obtained by 
combining intermolecular electrical interactions with empiri- 
cal 6-12 potentials. The equilibrium configuration is at 
R=3.814 8, and 0=49”, with D,= 158 cm-‘. Finally, Shin 
et aI.” have carried out an ab initio calculation for the 
Ar.**CO interaction. The potential well depth corrected for 
the basis set superposition error is 69 cm-‘, with R,=4.0 8, 
and ~9~ = 100” at the MP2 level. The barrier to the oxygen- 
end configuration is 8 cm-’ and that to the carbon-end con- 
figuration is 25 cm-‘. 

In recent years, tremendous progress has been made in 
the experimental study of weakly bound complexes by em- 
ploying various high-resolution spectroscopic techniques 
such as Fourier transform-microwave, diode laser infrared, 
and laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy. Such high reso- 
lution spectra provide the most precise means to probe inter- 
molecular forces and intermolecular dynamics. Although 
Ar**CO is one of the simplest van der Waals complexes, the 
first glimpse of the Ar-CO infrared spectrum in the region of 
the v co= 1 t0 transition was reported only recently by De 
Piante et aL2’ This was followed by extensive measurements 
and analyses of the infrared spectrum of Ar**CO by McKel- 
lar and co-workers,22 who combined results from two 
complementary techniques. The first one involved a pulsed 
slit-supersonic expansion together with a tunable diode laser 
similar to the apparatus employed by De Piante et aZ.,21 and 
had the advantage of very low (= 10 K) temperature and 
narrow linewidth (=0.0003 cm-‘). The second one involved 
a Fourier transform spectrometer and a long-path low- 
temperature absorption cell. Although it suffered from 
greater linewidth (=0.007 cm-‘) and interference from 
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monomer absorption, the higher temperature (=60 K) and 
wide coverage were complementary to the laser/jet spectra 
and helped to extend the analysis to higher J-values. As ex- 
pected in the case of an atom-diatom complex with the atom 
relatively heavy compared to the diatom and the atom- 
diatom distance larger than the diatom bond length,’ the 
Ar.*CO spectrum behaves approximately as a T-shaped 
near-prolate asymmetric rotor, with K, as a good quantum 
number. However, it could not be fitted with an asymmetric 
rotor Hamiltonian and the analysis was performed by adopt- 
ing a near symmetric rotor energy level expression including 
centrifugal distortion constants, but no A constant; the ori- 
gins of each stack of levels denoted by K= 0, 1, 2, and 3 
were additional parameters in the analysis. Also, a number of 
lines could not be accounted for. It was proposed22 that they 
could involve excited bending states of the complex. 

Recently, Ogata et ~1.~~ have measured the microwave 
rotational spectrum of the Ar..CO complex for different iso- 
topic variations of CO. The results confirm that the complex 
is a prolate near-symmetric rotor with essentially T-shaped 
structure, and that it undergoes large amplitude zero-point 
motion. Three different methods were used to determine an 
effective value for the angle 19 and they gave three different 
geometrical parameters. It is also shown that the argon is on 
average closer to the oxygen than to the carbon. 

Finally, Havenith et aLz4 have just reported measure- 
ments of the first excited bending state of Ar.*CO in the 
infrared (IR) region, using a computer-controlled diode laser 
spectrometer and a continuous slit nozzle supersonic expan- 
sion. Effective modulation of van der Waals cluster concen- 
tration was achieved by dissociating the weakly bound clus- 
ters with each half-cycle of an ac discharge at 5 kHz, 
allowing detection by a lock-in amplifier. A better signal to 
noise ratio was obtained by combining the concentration 
modulation with frequency modulation. Using this tech- 
nique, they could observe the transition from the ground 
state, vco=O, K=O, to the vco=l, K=O, first excited bend- 
ing state of Ar.*CO. No Q branch could be observed. From 
these results, they found that the first excited K = 0 bending 
state of Ar.-CO lies at 11.914 cm-’ above the K = 0 ground 
state. 

The only detailed theoretical calculations on the bound 
energy levels of Ar..CO to have been published are those of 
Tennyson et al. ,25 who used the potential energy surface of 
Mirsky. ‘* In their work, both classical and exact quantum 
mechanical calculations were performed, and attention was 
directed at the onset of irregular behavior in the structure of 
the rovibrational energy levels. Although useful for under- 
standing the general pattern of the Ar..CO levels, they were 
not complete enough to be directly applied in analyzing the 
observed spectra. 

The purpose of this paper is to show that the inadequacy 
of the rigid rotor model to the Ar.**CO spectrum comes from 
the strong delocalization of the wave function. This is quite 
unusual for a complex not involving a very light atom. We 
have calculated the infrared spectrum of AI-.-CO using the 
most recent ab initio potential calculated by Shin et al. The 
results presented here will also provide a test of the quality 
of this potential and the validity of the full counterpoise 
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method for the basis set superposition error correction. We 
compare the theoretical rotational spectrum with the experi- 
ment of McKellar et uZ.~~ We determine the averaged struc- 
ture for the ground vibrational state and compare with the 
results derived from the microwave experiment of Ogata 
et al.23 We also predict the bending excitation frequency, 
which should be observable in the infrared absorption spec- 
trum. We show that it depends on the value of 0, the projec- 
tion quantum number of the total angular momentum onto 
the intermolecular axis (going from the center of mass of CO 
to the Ar atom). We compare the energy of the first excited 
bending level with the one deduced by Havenith et ~1.~~ Fi- 
nally, we study the sensitivity of the results on the anisotropy 
of the potential. 

3 

I I I 1  I I 1  I , I I 

i b) 
I I I 1 1 1 I 1 I I 

I 
The main characteristics of the ab initio potential are 

briefly presented in Sec. II. The method used for calculating 
the Ar+*CO bound states and infrared absorption spectrum is 
described in Sec. III, as well as the two limiting cases against 
which it could be confronted, the rigid rotor molecule and 
the free CO internal rotor. Section IV gives the results and 
their discussion and Sec. V is devoted to conclusions. 

Il. A6 /N/T/O POTENTIAL 

The ab inirio Ar**CO interaction potential was calcu- 
lated using Mbller-Plesset second-order perturbation (MP2) 
methods by Shin et ~1.~’ The potential surface grid was ob- 
tained for eleven values of the intermolecular distance Ri (R 
is the vector from the center of mass of CO to the Ar atom), 
and 19 values of 8, (13, is the angle between R and the CO 
axis) equally spaced between 0 and T. The coordinates are 
illustrated in Fig. 1. The CO bond distance was fixed at its 
equilibrium value of 1.1281 A. Thus, the vibration of CO 
was kept frozen. 

=I 
I I I 1 I 1 I 8 1 1 

I 

Standard double-l basis sets for carbon (9s5p/3s2p) 
and oxygen (9~5~13~2~) and McLean and Chandlers con- 
tracted basis sets for argon (12s8p/5s3p) were used with 
one set of d-polarization functions for carbon and oxygen 
[5(C)=O.70, l(O)=l.ll] optimized for CO at the Hartree 
Fock level and for argon (5=0.40) optimized for A.r at the 
Hartree Fock level. In addition, these basis sets were aug- 
mented with one set of diffuse d-functions [[(C)=0.70, c(O) 
= 1.11, [(Ar)=O.40]. Each point on the potential grid was 
corrected for the basis set-superposition error by using the 
full counterpoise method. The points are given in Ref. 20, 
and the corresponding equipotentials are drawn in Fig. 2(a). 

FIG. 2. Equipotentials for Ar.*CO. 1, -60 cm-‘; 2, -50 cm-‘; 3, -40 
cm-‘; 4, -30 cm-‘; 5, -20 cm-‘; 6, 0 cm-‘. Energies are with respect to 
Ar+CO( u = 0). The origin is at the center of mass of CO, and the C and 0 
atoms are represented along the abscissas axis. The contours correspond to 
the value of the potential at the position of the Ar atom in the AK0 plane 
(a) ab i&o; (b) lower anisotropy variation [see text, Eq. (ll)]; (c) higher 
anisotropy variation [see text, EIq. (12)]. The separation between two 
consecutive ticks on the grid is 1 A. The coordinates of the minima 
are the following: (a) R,=4.0 A, Be= loo”, V(R,,B,)= -68.51 cm-‘; 
(b) R,=4.1 A, B,=llO’, V(R,,B,)=-58.14 cm-‘; (c) R,=3.9 A, 
8,=100”, V(R,,0,)=-77.73 cm-‘. 

These points were used to determine the coefficients of 
the expansion of the potential on Legendre polynomials at 
each value Ri of the grid in the intermolecular distance 

V~~..co(Ri,et>=C U~(Ri)P~(Cos 0,). (1) 
x 

The vx were obtained by inverting the matrix P,, 
= P,(cos 0,). Cubic spline interpolation on the uk(Ri) coef- 
ficients was then used to obtain the potential at any desired 
point. Given the number of ab initio points and their repar- 
tition, the resulting potential is very well determined in the 
region of space accessed by the van der Waals bound states 
of interest. The minimum of the potential is -69 cm-‘, at 

R,=4.0 A and 0,=100”. However, the potential around 
this minimum is v_“~y flat since at (R = 3.8 A, 0=900), 
V,...co=-68 cm , and at (R=4.0 A, e=llOO), 
V Ar...co=-68 cm-‘. [In this paper the energy reference is 
the asymptotic limit Ar+CO (vco=O) unless otherwise 
specified.] 

111. METHODOLOGY FOR THE CALCULATED 
SPECTRUM 

Since the ab initio potential for the At--CO interaction 
was calculated with CO frozen at its equilibrium distance,20 
it could not provide any information on the r (CO vibrational 
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coordinate) dependence. In addition, Shin et al. have shown 
that less than 2% of the binding energy at the potential mini- 
mum was due to electrical properties. Hence it was not real- 
istic to model a vibrational dependence of the (weak) dipole 
moment of CO to get an r-dependence of the interaction 
potential. We thus performed the calculation of the infrared 
spectrum of the Ar***CO complex with CO frozen at its equi- 
librium distance. This is considered to be a good approxima- 
tion since the van der Waals and rotational degrees of free- 
dom have a frequency at least two orders of magnitude lower 
than the CO vibration. The consequences of this approxima- 
tion are that we cannot calculate the shift of the Ar**CO 
with respect to the CO spectrum, nor can we get the variation 
of the average structural parameters with the vibrational level 
of CO. From the experimental results of McKellar et al. 
(Table VII in Ref. 22), the relative variation of the effective 
B, rotational constant of the complex between u,o=O and 
uco= 1 is less than 0.3%. Also, the estimated shift of the 
complex absorption is -0.440 cm-’ from the unperturbed 
CO origin, which is very small compared to the CO vibra- 
tional frequency (2143 cm-‘). This is also observed in the 
shift of the CO vibrational excitation frequency in an argon 
matrix.26 Hence the Ar+*CO intermolecular potential de- 
pends very little on the CO vibrational excitation. The 
method we used for calculating the Are.CO spectrum is de- 
rived from the one used in calculating the rovibrational ab- 
sorption spectra of rare gas-Cl2 complexes27 and is now 
standard. It is very similar to the one used by Clary and 
Nesbitt in their calculation of vibration-rotation spectra for 
rare gas-HCl complexes.‘5 The rovibrational bound states 
are calculated using conventional basis set methods and the 
transition dipole moment is carried by the diatomic and as- 
sumed to be unaffected by the presence of the rare gas atom. 
We recall here the main points of the method, in order to 
make clear which assumptions are made, to specify nota- 
tions, and to give computational details. 

A. ArCO bound states 

We have used the Hamiltonian in Jacobi coordinates 

~-C& Bco l2 
+7;“-j2+g-$ +vAr...co(R?~)~ (2) 

where m = M&4col(A4k+Mco) is the reduced mass of the 
complex, R is the vector going from the center of mass of 
CO to the Ar atom, Bco is the rotational constant of CO 
taken as B, from Ref. 28 (Bco= 1.9313 cm-‘), j is the rota- 
tional angular momentum of CO and 1 is the angular momen- 
tum associated with R. Finally, Vk...co(R, f3) is the CO***Ar 
interaction potential (going to zero as R goes to infinity), and 
0 is the angle between the CO axis and R (see Fig. 1). Apart 
from freezing the CO vibration, it is the exact Hamiltonian 
for this system (as is usual in this type of study, the total 
wave function has been divided by R). 

In order to simplify the spectrum calculation, Coriolis 
decoupling approximation was tested on the bound states. In 
this approximation the off-diagonal terms of 12, i.e., j+J- 
and j-J+ , are neglected in Eq. (6). The projection quantum 
number of J onto the body-fixed axis z, Q, is then a good 
quantum number, and the sum in Eq. (7) no longer runs over 
a 

63) 
j n 

In order to calculate the rotational spectrum we intro- 
duce the total angular momentum 

Comparison with the result of the exact calculation showed 
that this is a good approximation for the level of accuracy 
wanted here, since uncertainty on the potential is expected to 
be larger than errors on the energies due to Coriolis coupling. 
For example, for J=9, the ground level is at -45.24 cm-’ 
(i.e., 5.59 cm-’ above the J=O ground level), and it is 
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Using the body-fixed system in which the .z axis is attached 
to R, the angular basis functions are 

(4) 
which are eigenfunctions of J2, J, , j2, and J,( = jZ), with 
eigenvalues h2J(J+ l), fiM, n2j(j+ l), and hR, respec- 
tively. In Eq. (4), $)R and @R are the spherical angular coor- 
dinates of R in the space-fixed axes (X, Y,Z), while cp and 0 
are the spherical angular coordinates of r in the body-fixed 
=es (-GY,z). D;lin denotes a Wigner function and Yjn a 
spherical harmonic. The parity-adapted basis functions are 

IJMWp)= 
I 
1 
~{lJ~nj)+p(-I)“IJM,-~,j)} 

for a>(); (5) 
(JJMi2=O,j) for 0=0. 

which have parity p under inversion of all coordinates 
through the origin. In the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2), l2 is then 
replaced by 

Z2=(J-j)2=J2+j2-2j,J,-j+J--j-J+, (6) 
where j + stands for j, f ijy and J, for J, t iJ, . 

The stretching basis functions 4,(R) were chosen as 
harmonic oscillator functions centered at R, = 4.0 A, with a 
frequency hw=24.5 cm-’ (this parameter was obtained by 
fitting the energy difference of the first two levels of a one- 
dimensional calculation performed at 8= 8, = 100” with the 
harmonic formula). The energy of a given level (v,JMp) 
(where u is a collective index labeling the van der Waals 
levels) and the coefficients of the expansion of its wave func- 
tion onto the product basis set 

CMp=C C C Clf;,j,+,IJ~Wp) 
ILjn 

are determined by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix [C 
does not depend on M since the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) is 
invariant under rotation of the complex in space]. Ten har- 
monic oscillator functions and ten angular basis functions 
were used, and the energies of the levels implied in the spec- 
trum were converged to better than 0.01 cm-‘. 

6. Corioiis decoupling 
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99.2% n=O. The Coriolis decoupled result is -45.20 cm-’ 
for the energy of the J= 9, a=0 level, which corresponds to 
an error of 0.04 cm-‘. Note however that the experimental 
uncertainty on line positions is two orders of magnitude 
smaller.22 The result of Coriolis coupling could also be to 
perturb transition intensities. However, as shown by the ex- 
ample of the ground J = 9 level above, the wave functions 
are almost pure in n hence these perturbations were ne- 
glected. 

C. Spectrum calculation 

Using these bound states both for uco= 1 and u co=O 
(since the CO vibration is frozen), we have calculated the 
infrared spectrum with the Coriolis decoupling approxima- 
tion. The transition dipole moment was assumed to be car- 
ried by the CO molecule, the van der Waals vibrations induc- 
ing a much smaller variation of the dipole moment. The 
transition dipole moment operator is then written as3’ 

(9) 
4 

The matrix elements of this transition operator between the 
Coriolis decoupled basis functions are given in Appendix A, 
together with the intensity calculation. 

D. Rigid rotor and free internal rotor limits 

In a very interesting paper, Nesbitt and Naaman29 have 
shown that if only a small fraction of the bound states of a 
complex are determined (as in a supersonic jet experiment), 
then they can often be well fit to a rigid rotor Hamiltonian, 
even in extremely floppy molecular systems with wide am- 
plitude vibrational motions. The case of Are * CO is expected 
to be close to their model of a pinwheel (nearly-free internal 
rotor). Hence in order to ascertain whether the Ar**CO spec- 
trum could be considered as closer to a rigid rotor spectrum 
or to a free internal rotor, we have made the following 
checks: we have fitted the rovibrational energy levels from 
the bound state calculation to rotational constants (which 
also served to compare the calculated results to the experi- 
mental ones, see Sec. IV, since the experimental results do 
not give intensities); and we have compared the calculated 
spectrum to the two limiting approximations, the free CO 
internal rotor and the rigid Ar**CO spectrum. 

The free internal rotor limit, in which the CO molecule 
freely rotates inside the complex, is obtained in the limit of 
very low anisotropy of the Ar*.CO interaction, where j be- 
comes a good quantum number. The resulting spectrum is 
identical to the free rotor spectrum of the uncomplexed CO 
molecule, since the transition dipole moment is carried by 
co. 

In order to compare the calculated spectrum with the 
limit in which the Ar**CO complex could be considered as 
rigid, we had to select a structure for the rigid approximation 
to Ar**CO. This could not be extracted from the fitted rota- 
tional constants since A could not be determined (see Sec. 
IV). We have chosen two reasonable configurations. The first 
one is the minimum energy configuration, R, = 4 .O A, 
Be= 100”. The second one is obtained by vibrationally av- 

TABLE I. Averaged values of the first powers of cos 8 and R in the J=O 
ground level @p. 8, stands for arccos (” J(cos”). The equilibrium struc- 
ture is given in the first line for comparison. 

n (R”)(k) “mw (cos” e) 8, 
e .*. 4.0 . . . 100” 
1 4.058 4.058 0.1497 81.4” 
2 16.4952 4.061 0.3762 52.3’ 

-2 0.0610 4.046 . . . . . . 

eraging the quantities cos2 0 and R2 over the J = 0 zero-point 
level wave function @p. Explicitely, the values R. = 4.0 6 
A and eo=52.2” for this configuration were determined from 

This choice is not crucial for R since averaging R, R2, or 
Re2 gives approximately the same value (see Table I). It is 
however determinant for 8 as is obvious from the same table, 
which shows that the floppiness in Ar**CO mainly resides in 
the angular motion. We chose this rather than inverting the 
expectation values for the inverse of the moments of inertia, 
because we could then compare directly to the microwave 
results of Ogata et ~21.~~ which give a measure of cos2 0. 
Also, cos2 8 and R2 are the quantities appearing in the inertia 
tensor (given in Appendix B together with the rotational con- 
stants). For the relationship between 8 and experimentally 
deduced structural properties, see Ref. 31. 

E. Sensitivity to the potential anisotropy 

In order to check how sensitive the results are to the 
anisotropy of the ab initio potential, we have reproduced the 
calculated spectrum with a lower and a higher anisotropy. 
The spectrum for the less anisotropic (La.) potential was ob- 
tained by multiplying the coefficients ux( R), G-0 in the 
expansion (I) of the potential by 0.5 

v~(R)=O.Su~(R), X>O. (11) 

For the more anisotropic (h.a.) potential, just multiplying the 
vx( R), h>O coefficients by 1.5 at all distances gave spurious 
oscillations in the repulsive part of the potential. We used a 

Ices switching function to smooth it at short distan 

u:‘.(R)=uk(R)( I+:[ l+tanh(G) II , x>o. 
(12) 

TABLE II. Rotational constants (in cm-‘) of Ar..CO for the rigid spectra, 
and angle LI between the molecular axes and the inertia axes (see Appendix 
B). The first line corresponds to the configuration at the minimum of the 
potential energy surface, and the second to the averaged configuration of the 
ground J=O van der Waals level. The experimental value for Ial is 1.2” 
(Ref. 23). 

A B c 4°) 

R,=4.0 A, Be= 100.” 1.9894 0.0639 0.0619 0.334 
R,=4.061 A, t&=52.3” 3.0588 0.0613 0.0601 -0.898 
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- 

FIG. 3. Contours of the wave functions for the first four levels (J=O) of Ar*.CO. The origin is at the center of mass of CO, and the C and 0 atoms are 
represented along the abscissas axis. The separation between two consecutive ticks on the grid is 1 A. The contours correspond to the value of the wave 
function at a given position of the AK atom in the ArCO plane, with dotted contours representing negative values. The wave functions are calculated for (a) 
the ab inirio potential; (b) the lower anisotropy variation [see text, Eq. (ll)]; (c) higher anisotropy variation [see text, EZq. (12)], respectively. Energies are 
indicated as E, in each plot. Contour key: 1, -0.10; 2, 0.10; 3, -0.20; 4, 0.20; 5, -0.03; 6, 0.30; 7, -0.40; 8, 0.40. 

The values for the parameters of the switching function are initio potential, the ground state wave function is extremely 
the following: Ro=4.0 A, AR=0.5 A, and a=0.5. The delocalized, allowing for contouming the CO axis on the 
equipotentials for the lower and higher anisotropy case are oxygen end but not on the carbon end. Its energy is 
presented in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. E,= -50.827 cm-‘, which corresponds to a zero-point en- 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
e&y of 17.68 cm-‘. The extreme floppiness of the complex 
even in the ground level is revealed by the values obtained 
for the average of powers of R and 8, calculated as in Eq. 
(10); the results are given in Table I. The first excited level, 
at -43.024 cm-’ (i.e., 7.803 cm-’ above the ground level) 

A. Bound state wave functions 

The wave functions of the first four J = 0 levels are pre- 
sented in Fig. 3(a). As expected from the shape of the ab 
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zero-point level), can be assigned to three quanta and four 
quanta of bending excitation, respectively, mixed with one 
quantum of stretching. Higher levels are even more mixed 
and not assignable in terms of stretching and bending mo- 
tions. 

In their analysis of the experimental infrared spectrum of 
Ar-CO, McKellar et aLz2 have used a quasirigid rotor for- 
mula for the energy levels of this complex 

E,,(J,K)=Eo(K)+Ij[J(J+ l)-PI-D[J(Jf l)-PI2 

+H[J(J+ l)-K213+AEK, (13) 

I 1 1 1 1 ’ ’ 1 1 ’ ’ ’ 1 

I q=-3wao4r1 I 

where 8 = (B + C)/2, K stands for K, , and A E, is the asym- 
metry splitting term. In order to compare with their results, 
we have fitted the energy of the ground state of each of our 
R stack of J levels to the same formula. Since we are using 
Coriolis decoupling, fi is considered as a good quantum 
number and it should coincide with K, in the limit of a 
symmetric rigid rotor. Hence AE, is zero and the fit was 
made only on E,(K), B, D, and H. The resulting constants 
are presented in Table III, compared with the experimental 
results of McKellar et aL2* We have included all the J< 15 
levels in the fit, since J= 15 was the highest J level with a 
non-negligible population at the temperature (T= 5 K) of the 
calculated spectrum. A sensitivity analysis of the results to 
the anisotropy of the potential is also included. It corre- 
sponds to the constants obtained by fitting the energy levels 
of the potential modified according to Eqs. (11) and (12) in 
order to make it less or more anisotropic. 

I 
L 

~3=-3z.l017a-~ 1 
-I 

FIG. 3. (Continued.) 

The first conclusion that we can draw from this table is 
that the rotational “constants” do vary with Sz, as they do 
with K in the experiment, although they are well defined for 
a given ti subband. They decrease with fl, which is also the 
experimental result. The strongest variation is for A [value 
deduced from E,(R) =ACl’], which is very sensitive to the 
value of the angle 0 (see the constants of inertia in Appendix 
B), hence to the angular distribution of the bound state wave 
function. The relative variation is more important in the less 
anisotropic potential, as expected, and the average value 
larger. The experimental result seems to correspond to a 
more anisotropic potential than even the more anisotropic 
one studied here (both for the relative variation and absolute 
value of A). This is also true for the absolute value of B. The 
centrifugal distortion constants D and H of the ab initio po- 
tential and its more anisotropic variation have the right order 
of magnitude, except for the higher R levels. 

corresponds to a bending excitation, as can be seen from the 
node in the angular coordinate. The second excited level, at 
-36.237 cm-’ (14.590 cm-’ above the ground level) is al- 
ready a combination of bending and stretching excitation, as 
can be seen from the shape of its wave function, but is still 
mainly two quanta of bending excitation. Note that assuming 
harmonic behavior, the first stretching excitation would be 
expected at -23.27 cm-’ (27.56 cm-’ above the ground 
level). The one-dimensional determination of the stretching 
frequency at 13~ has given 24.5 cm-‘. The next levels, at 
-28.26 and -25.33 cm-’ (22.57 and 25.50 cm-’ above the 

The comparison with the bound states obtained by Ten- 
nyson et a1.25 from Mirsky’s potentialI shows that Shin’s ab 
initio potentia12’ gives a much weaker van der Waals bond. 
Tennyson et al. find the J = 0 ground level at - 84.6 cm-‘, 
with the first bending and stretching excitations at 14.3 and 
24.2 cm-‘, respectively. Despite this tighter bonding, they 
reach a conclusion similar to ours; that the identities of the 
vibrational states rapidly become confused as the bend and 
the stretch are excited. As put by McKellar et al.,22 this 
“serves as a reminder that Ar.*CO cannot be treated simply 
as a normal semirigid molecule, especially in its excited 
states.” This is very different from the complexes of the 
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TABLE III. Rotational constants (cm-‘) obtained by fitting the energy levels to Eq. (13) for tbe ab inirio potential (Ref. 20); sensitivity to the potential 
anisotropy [see text, and Eqs. (11) and (12)] and comparison with the ones obtained by McKellar et al. (Ref. 22). 

K Ab initio 

This calculation 

Higher anisotropya Lower anisotropyb 

Experimental 

McKellar et al. 

0 B 
D 
H 
A’ 

1 B 
D 
H 
AC 

2 B 
D 
H 
AC 

3 ii 
D 
H 
AC 

0.0627478 
0.2599X lO-5 

-0.492X 1O-9 
*.. 

0.063 1849 
O.2528X1O-5 

-0.500x10-9 
2.943 

0.0634376 
0.2436X10-' 

-0.393x10-9 
2.504 

0.063 6649 
O.2335X1O-5 

-0.330x 10-9 
2.348 

0.064 8506 
0.2287x10-5 

-0.515x10-9 
. . . 

0.0652078 
0.2168X10-' 

-0.477x 10-p 
2.696 

0.0654146 
0.2096X lo-” 

-0.378X lO-9 
2.402 

0.0655924 
0.2014x lo-’ 

-0.304x 10-9 
2.288 

0.0573928 
0.2086X lO-5 

-0.347x 10-q 
. . . 

0.0575336 
O.i063XlO-' 

-0.254X10-' 
3.534 

0.0577503 
O.1978X1O-5 

-0.23 lX1O-9 
2.758 

0.0579337 
0.1936X lo--’ 

-O.232X1O-9 
2.502 

0.069089(6) 
0.1913(20)X10-" 

-0.463(18)X lO-9 
*.. 

0.068 776(6) 
O.2O3O(21)X1O-5 

-0.506(21)X 1O-9 
2.40 

0.067 909(7) 
0.2369(26)X 1O-5 

-1.545(32)X 1O-9 
2.23 

0.066 643(4) 
0.3111x10-5 

-6.61 x 10-9 
2.16 

‘See text, FXj. (12). 
bSee text, Ekj. (11). 
Qeduced from E,,(K) =A K2. 

dihalogen molecules with rare gas atoms for example, where 
the bound states can be fitted within a good approximation 
by a rigid rotor formula.10-‘3 

The microwave spectra of Ogata et aZ.23 give very good 
indications on the structure of the ground state. Like for the 
infrared spectrum, the average equilibrium intermolecular 
distance is found to be shorter than the one we get from the 
ab initio potential (3.811 8, instead of 4.06 A). Concerning 
the average value of the angle 19, a problem of definition 
similar to ours is encountered, due to the large amplitude 
motion involved. Three different models were used. All three 
gave results compatible with the argon atom being on aver- 

age closer to the oxygen, but with three rather different val- 
ues for 8. The first model was fitting R and 8 to reproduce the 
experimental values of B for the CO isotopic variations of 
Ar**CO and gave R=3.811 A and 8=80.2?6.3”. In the 
second model, R was held fixed at the value obtained from 
the first model, and 8 was obtained by reproducing A (from 
the infrared experiment of McKellar et a1.22) and & which 
gave 8=62.3”. Yet a third measure of 8 was obtained from 
the I70 quadrupole coupling constant and gave 8=69.5”. As 
can be seen from Table I, all these results fall within the two 
extreme values we obtain from calculating the average value 
of cos 0 (81.4’) or cos2 0 (52.3”). The value for the angle (r 

TABLE IV. Energy (cm-‘) of the first five levels of Ar+*CO as a function of R and J for the ab inifio potential of Shin (Ref. 20). and a lower and higher 
anisotropy variation [see text, Eqs. (11) and (12)]. 

n=o n=1 a=2 cl=3 

P J=O 1 2 3 J=l 2 3 J=2 3 /=3 

0 -50.827 -50.702 -50.451 -50.075 -47.821 -47.568 -47.189 -40.685 -40.304 -29.503 
Ab initio 1 -43.024 -42.905 -42.669 -42.316 -36.339 -36.102 -35.748 -26.161 -25.805 -12.491 

2 -36.237 -36.126 -35.904 -35570 -30.184 -29.953 -29.606 -20.581 -20.230 -7.307 
3 -28.258 -28.150 -27.933 -27.609 -21.235 -21.015 -20.685 - 10.011 -9.676 .** 
4 -25.329 -25.214 -24.986 -24.644 -16.882 -16.658 -16.324 -5.972 -5.643 ... 

0 -43.354 -43.240 -43.010 -42.666 -39.763 -39.533 -39.188 -32.208 -31.862 -20.660 
Lower 1 -38.059 -37.947 -37.724 -37.390 -30.927 -30.702 -30.365 -19.663 -19.323 -4.528 
anisotropy 2 -29.682 -29.574 -29.360 -29.037 -22.163 -21.949 -21.627 - 13.569 -13.251 -1.606 

3 -23.479 -23.374 -23.165 -22.851 -17.089 -16.874 -16.552 -3.728 -3.402 ... 
4 -20.989 -20.881 -20.666 -20.343 -12.106 -11.895 -11.578 -0.018 ..* . . . 

0 -55.853 -55.723 -55.464 -55.075 -53.091 -52.831 -52.440 -46.113 -45.720 -35.062 
Higher 1 -46.520 -46.400 -46.158 -45.797 -40.013 -39.771 -39.408 -30.174 -29.811 -16.708 
anisotropy 2 -39.900 -39.789 -39.567 -39.234 -33.925 -33.690 -33.339 -23.914 -23.553 -10.329 

3 -32.202 -32.093 -31.875 -31.548 -24.562 -24.340 -24.008 -13.599 -13.262 ... 
4 -27.305 -27.186 -26.950 -26.595 -18.778 -18.549 -18.206 -7.781 -7.448 *-. 
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FIG. 4. Rotational spectrum calculated at 5 K for (a) the ab inifio potential; 
(b) the lower anisotropy variation [see text, Eq. (ll)]; (c) the higher anisot- 
ropy variation [see text, Eq. (12)], respectively. The zero is at the center of 
the CO vco= 1+-O transition. Since there is no spectral shift of the complex 
with respect, to CO in this calculation, it is also at the center of the 
Ar-co(u~o= 1~0) transition. Intensities are in arbitrary units, but the 
same unit is kept for all plots. 

between the a inertia axis and the axis parallel to R [see 
calculation in Appendix B, Eq. (B3)] is LY, = 0.3 34” for the 
equilibrium geometry, and u,-,= -0.898” for the averaged ge- 
ometry. In their microwave study, Ogata et a1.23 have ob- 
tained 1 c~] = 1.2”, which is closer to the result for the averaged 
geometry. 

Ogata ef al. also note a strong similarity in both the 6 
and R values obtained for the van der Waals complex of N,, 
isoelectronic to CO, and Ar in the microwave study of Jager 
and Gerry;32 they found a perpendicular geometry for the 
complex, confirming the results of infrared measurements by 
Henderson and Ewing,33 and by McKellar.34 They calculated 
a distance of 3.865 A between the argon atom and the center 
of mass of the nitrogen molecule, and estimated the average 
angular displacement of the N2 subunit from the linear con- 
figuration, defined by ~=arccos[(cos* e>]‘“, to be 68.3”. 

Haven&h et al.” have measured the infrared spectrum of 
Ar**CO and they could detect the transition from the ground 

-12 -6 0 6 12 1 
ENERGY (cm -1) 

FIG. 5. Infrared absorption spectrum calculated at 5 K. (a) Reproduction of 
the global spectrum of Fig. 4(a); (b) only the transitions from v”=O to 
u ’ =O; (c) only the transitions from u” to u’>v” (progressions on the van 
der Waals bending mode) and from v” to u ’ < U” (hot bands). Intensities are 
in arbitrary units, but the same scale is kept for all plots. 

van der Waals level, uco=O, K = 0, to the first excited bend- 
ing state, uco= 1, K = 0. They found that there is no Q  
branch for this transition, and that the first excited K= 0 
bending state of Ar.*CO lies at 11.914 cm-’ above the K= 0 
ground state. Because of the extreme floppiness of this com- 
plex, the energies of the levels corresponding to excitation in 
the angular coordinate are very dependent on a. This can be 
seen from Table IV, which presents the first five levels for 
each (J,Cl), JS3, Cl63 value for the ab initio potential and 
its lower and higher anisotropy variation. For J = 0 the first 
excited bending state is at 7.804 cm-’ above the ground 
J=O state. This is not in very good agreement with the ex- 
perimental result. Even the higher anisotropy version of the 
potential gives only 9.333 cm-’ for the R=O bending exci- 
tation. For a= 1, J= 1, the first excited level is at 11.482 
cm-’ above the ground 0= 1, J = 1 van der Waals level. This 
shows that there is no bending frequency to speak of in such 
a flat angular potential. 
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8. ArCO rotational spectrum 

The rotational spectrum calculated at 5 K is shown in 
Fig. 4(a). It has the overall appearance of the spectrum for a 
nearly prolate symmetric top molecule (for which K, is a 
good quantum number); it consists mainly of Aa= + 1 (per- 
pendicular) branches, with a very weak Aa=0 (parallel) 
branch. Since the dipole is carried by the CO molecule, it 
means that on average, CO is mainly perpendicular to the 
intermolecular axis. Each R (P or R) branch is then divided 
into three J subbranches, P, Q, and R. If one tries to assign 
rotational constants to this spectrum, however, one can use 
an effective j [ = (B + C)/2] constant but it changes with a, 
and there is no equivalent for the A constant, the spacings 
between the 0 branches changing with a” (see the discus- 
sion on the comparison of the energy levels with rigid or 
semirigid rotor levels). 

In addition, there are some other bands. These are clearly 
seen in Fig. 5, which presents a decomposition of the spec- 
trum in Fig. 4(a). The spectrum of Fig. 4(a) is reproduced in 
Fig. 5(a), while only the transitions that originate from the 
ground van der Waals level of the (J”,,“) and go to the 
ground level of the (J’,fi’) manifolds are shown in Fig. 
5(b), and Fig. 5(c) shows only the transitions from U” to 
u ’ >ZJ” (progression on the van der Waals modes), or from 
U” to u ’ Cv” (hot bands). There are hot bands, but with a 
very low intensity at the temperature of this spectrum (at 5 
K, the Boltzmann factor for the population of the first excited 
level, which is the 7.8 cm-’ bending vibration, would be 
0.1). Of course they will be more important at higher tem- 
peratures (the same factor becomes 0.3 at 10 K, which was 
the approximate temperature in the supersonic jet/laser 
spectra,2’ and 0.8 at 60 K which was the approximate tem- 
perature in the long path Fourier transform spectra*‘). The 
additional bands that clearly appear in the spectrum corre- 
spond to excitation of a van der Waals mode. The origin for 
the first one is 7.80 cm-‘, it is the (n’=O+--0”=0) branch 
for bending excitation. It has a bandhead in the R branch, at 
8.739 cm-’ for J = 14, and no Q branch. This is in agree- 
ment with the observation by Havenith ef ~l.,*~ who could 
detect this transition and show that it did not have a Q 
branch, but at a higher frequency. Excitation of the mode at 
14.6 cm-’ is not seen. The other bands correspond to the 
other R branches for the same bending excitation. In particu- 
lar, the (R’= 1 to”= I) branch is at 11.482 cm-‘. It is par- 
ticularly interesting to note that in this case, the parallel 
bands are the ones getting most of the intensity. Transitions 
involving excited bending or stretching states of the complex 
were invoked by McKellar et al.** to explain why only a 
small fraction of the total number of lines had been ac- 
counted for in the Fourier transform spectra. 

C. Comparison with the free rotor spectrum 

The spectrum in the limit of CO freely rotating (i.e., the 
limit where the Ar.*CO interaction potential is isotropic) 
would be identical to the uncomplexed CO spectrum, since 
the dipole moment is carried by CO. In addition, there can be 
no progressions on the van der Waals stretching mode since 
the potential was taken to be the same for v =0 and u = 1. 

Castells et a/.: Calculated rotational spectrum of Ap.CO 1015 

-12 -6 0 6 12 18 
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FIG. 6. Rigid rotor spectrum at 5 K. Ar**CO is frozen at (a) the configu- 
ration of the minimum of the potential, R,=4.0 A, Be= 100” (the corre- 
sponding rotational constants are A=1.9894 cm-‘, B=0.0639 cm-‘, 
C=O.O6 19 cm-‘); (b) the averaged configuration of the J=O zero-point 
level, R0=4.06 1 A, &=52.3” (the corresponding rotational constants are 
A=3.0588 cm-‘, i?=0.0613 cm-‘, C=O.O601 cm-‘). Intensity is in 
arbitrary units, but with the same scale as in (a). 

Hence the spectrum would just be the one of a diatomic, with 
a P and an R branch (Aj = t 1) and a spacing equal to 2Bco 
between two adjacent lines, where B,,= 1.93 13 cm-’ (from 
Ref. 28). This is clearly not the case and the spectrum exhib- 
its a lot more lines, although the ground J = 0 state contains 
~80% j=O. The first excited bending state, which should 
correlate with j = 1, is at 7.8 cm-’ above the ground state, 
i.e., about twice the energy of the corresponding free rotor 
level. 

D. Comparison with the rigid rotor spectrum 

The rigid rotor spectrum for Ar.*CO frozen at the con- 
figuration of the minimum of the potential is shown in Fig. 
6(a). The corresponding moments of inertia are given in 
Table II. It is a nearly symmetric prolate top (A %-B- C) 
with the axis of smallest inertia parallel to z, the intermolecu- 
lar axis. Hence the transition dipole moment is almost per- 
pendicular to the symmetry axis (8,= 1 OO’), and almost no 
AK = 0 transition is observed. The difference with the non 
rigid spectrum is mainly that the A constant is smaller than 
the spacings between the origin of the non rigid spectrum 
and the a= It-0 band origin. Also, as expressed above, the 
nonrigid spectrum cannot be assigned an A constant to give 
the Afl= + 1 band origins. This is different from the result 
found by Nesbitt and Naaman29 in their nearly-free internal 
rotor (“pinwheel”) model, where they found that even for an 
extremely floppy molecule the rotational spectrum at low 
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temperature could be fitted with a rigid rotor Hamiltonian 
(although giving somewhat aberrant rotational constants). In 
addition, progressions and hot bands on the van der Waals 
bending modes could not be seen in a rigid rotor spectrum 
since the interaction potentials were taken as identical in the 
uco=O and uco= 1 states. 

The rigid rotor spectrum for the ground state averaged 
structure is shown in Fig. 6(b). The corresponding moments 
of inertia are given in Table II. It is also a nearly prolate 
symmetric top, but the transition dipole moment carried by 
CO now has a non-negligible component on the axis of 
smallest inertia. The result is a significant AK = 0 band, more 
intense than the AfI=O band observed in the nonrigid spec- 
trum. Also, like in the other rigid spectrum, the A constant is 
too large and no van der Waals bending progression can be 
seen. 

E. Sensitivity to the potential anisotropy 

In order to check the sensitivity of the spectrum to the 
anisotropy of the potential, we have run again the spectrum 
calculation with the ab initio potential modified according to 
Eqs. (11) and (12). The resulting spectra are displayed in 
Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). As could be expected, the lower anisot- 
ropy potential gives a lower bending excitation frequency 
(5.29 cm-’ instead of 7.8 cm-‘) with a larger free rotor 
character (the ground level is 91% j = 0, the first excited one 
is 78% j= 1). The higher anisotropy potential gives the in- 
verse result, with a bending frequency of 9.33 cm-‘. Also, 
the free rotor functions are more mixed, with 79% j = 0 for 
the ground level and 62% for the first excited one. In addi- 
tion, the consequence of changing the potential anisotropy on 
the rotational constants of Eq. (13) has already been dis- 
cussed. On average, the Aa=+- 1 subbands are closer to- 
gether in the higher anisotropy case. Since at the same time 
the bending frequency is higher, the bending excitation ap- 
pears in between the fi=2+ 1 and the a=3t2 subbands 
instead of being superimposed with the Q=2+1 subband. 
The AhR=O subband has a lower intensity in the more aniso- 
tropic case, reflecting the stronger localization of the wave 
function in the region of the perpendicular geometry. The 
comparison with the experimental results of McKellar 
et ~1.~~ seems to indicate that the potential should be more 
anisotropic than the ab initio one. As can be seen from Table 
III, the rotational constants obtained from the fit to Eq. (13) 
are closer to the more anisotropic case. They could not ob- 
serve a AR subband. And finally, the unassigned lines that 
they attributed to excited states of Ar.*CO overlapped with 
the a=3+2 subband. This would correspond to a bending 
frequency of the order of 11 cm-’ which is closer to the 9.33 
cm-’ found with the more anisotropic modification of the ab 
initio potential. Alternatively, the unassigned lines could cor- 
respond to the a= l+-- 1 bending excitation, but the corre- 
sponding n=O+O should have been observed around 7.8 
cm-‘. 

The spectrum reproduces the essential features of the experi- 
mental one by McKellar er ~1.~~ Ar.*CO behaves approxi- 
mately as a T-shaped near prolate symmetric rotor molecule, 
but the nonrigidity appears in the fact that A is not constant 
and B depends on !L The parallel subband is very weak. We 
have also shown that the additional lines that could not be 
assigned in the experimental spectrum are due to excitation 
of the van der Waals bending mode. The band origin for this 
is predicted to be at 7.803 cm-’ from the band origin of the 
fi=O+-0 ground to ground excitation of the complex by the 
ub initio potential, and at 9.33 cm-’ by the more anisotropic 
modification. Although this is not in good agreement with 
the 11.9143 cm-’ experimental results of Haven&h et ~1.~~ 
the very fact that they could observe this transition and that it 
did not have a Q  branch like we noted, shows that the ub 
initio potential reproduces well the main characteristics of 
the Ar. * CO interaction, and in particular its nonrigid char- 
acter. This floppiness was further evidenced by comparing 
with rigid rotor spectra corresponding to two different con- 
figurations, the one with minimum potential energy, and the 
one averaged over the ground state. Comparing with what is 
expected for a free CO internal rotor, we have also shown 
that the anisotropy of the potential cannot be neglected. 
However, the Ar-CO equilibrium distance of the ub initio 
potential is larger than the one deduced from the experiment. 
Also, the more anisotropic modification to the ub initio po- 
tential seems to be closer to the experimental results. This 
could indicate that the potential should be slightly more 
bound than predicted ub initio. 
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APPENDIX A: MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE 
TRANSITION DIPOLE MOMENT AlTACHED TO CO 
BETWEEN CORIOLIS-DECOUPLED BASIS 
FUNCTIONS; INFRARED ABSORPTION INTENSITIES 

Since the transition dipole moment is carried by CO, the 
transition dipole moment operator can be written as3’ 

&+=&pa ~~~(cpR,e,,o)o~:(~,e,O), (Al) 
4 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have calculated the rotational spectrum of Ar.* CO 
from the ub initio potential energy surface of Shin et ~1.~’ 

where the space-fixed z. axis is chosen along the direction of 
polarization of the exciting light, 0, and qR are the polar 
angles for R in the space-fixed frame (X, Y,Z), and 8 and p 
are the polar angles of r (the vector going from C to 0) in the 
body-fixed frame (x,y,z). The body-fixed frame is obtained 
from the space-fixed one by a rotation with Euler angles 
((PR ,19~ ,O), using the same convention as in Ref. 35. The 
matrix elements of this transition operator between the Cori- 
olis decoupled basis functions of Eq. (4) are then 
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(J’M’~‘j’l~~plJ”M”fl”j”)=ap coJ(2J”+ 1)(25’+ 1)(2j”+ 1)(2j’+ l)(- l)“’ i, 
( 

--yJ (; ; jd’) 

i 

J’ 1 J” .’ J 1 j” 
x fir fi”-f)’ -fiM ii -0’ f-)l-f-Jfl 1 0” . W) 

Using the expression given in Eq. (8) for the wave function, the intensity for the 
(U f-o= l,J’,M’,n’,u’)+(u co=O,J”$l4”,0”,~“) transition is proportional to 

.7[(vco=1,J’,M’,n’,rJ’)+(Uco=O,J”,M”,W,U”)] 

=,#(J”,M”,fl”,u”) 2 C C~~~I,,,CI:3:,,(J’M’n~j’le.~IJ~~M”n~~jR)s,,,n *, (A3) 
i”n” i’n’ 

where .jlJ”,M”,fl”,u”) is the Boltzmann factor exp( -ZZEJnM~~~~rVJkT) for the (uco= O,J”,M”,W,u”) level. In the usual case 
where the complexes are not oriented, all M are equiprobable and the intensity for the 
(Ul-~=l,J’,,R’,U’)+(U co=O,J”,~“,u”) transition is obtained by summing Eq. (A3) over M’, M”, 

J[(uc-o= lrJ’,~‘,U’)+-(Uco=O,J~,W’,u”)] 

2”;io ;fiJ”,M”,fl” ,uN)(2J”+ 1)(25’+ 1) ;: .,,‘,, 
( 

-‘;I,, 
1 

2 

X C (2j”+ 1)(2j’+ (A4) 
j”j ’ n 

Note that considering only positive values of R implies mul- 
tiplying intensities by 2 when a’ or KY’ is different from 
zero. 

To get the microwave absorption spectrum, ,L+~ has to 
be replaced by the permanent dipole moment of CO (it is a 
constant factor for the whole spectrum), the lines with 
“negative frequencies” (in our spectrum, where the origin is 
the uco= lcuco=O transition) have to be suppressed, the 
rest being identical. In particular, the bending excitation 
should be observable. 

APPENDIX B: INERTIA TENSOR FOR Ar-aGO 
CONSIDERED AS A RIGID BODY 

In the (x’,y’,z’) body-fixed frame where z’ is parallel 
to R and x’ lies in the molecular plane, such that the x’ 
coordinate of r (going from C to 0) is positive, the matrix of 
inertia is 

( ;;;x; ;;f ;;;;) 

i 

I, cos2 e+1, 0 -I, sin e c0s e 
= 0 Ir+IR 0 9 

-1,sin Bcos 8 0 I, sin* e i 
031) 

where I, =,ur2 with ,x=McMd(Mc+Mo) being the re- 
duced mass of CO and r its bond distance, and IR= mR2 
[with m = MA,MC,/(MAr+MCO)]. By diagonalizing the iner- 
tia matrix in Eq. (Bl), one obtains the moments of inertia 

Ia=: [I,- JZZ-41, sin2 e(2z, cos2 e+zR)] 

= I, sin*( e+ CY) + ZR sin2 (Y, 
W) 

Zb=i [I,+ JZZ-41, sin2 e(2z, cos2 e+zR)] 

= I, COS~( e+ a) + I, ~0s~ LT, 

from which the constants of inertia are readily obtained 
(A = h2/2Z,, etc...). In Eq. (B2), Q  is the angle by which to 
rotate the (x’,y’,z’) frame about y’ to get the inertia axes, 
given by 

1 
a=- arctan 

( 

-p sin 28 
2 1 i fpc0s2e ’ (B3) 

where p= ,w21mR2. 
The rotational constants obtained for the two configura- 

tions chosen in this work (equilibrium and averaged) are pre- 
sented in Table II. The masses were taken as M,=40, 
MC= 12, and MO= 16 g mol-‘. r was deduced from the ro- 
tational constant of CO, BCo=ti2/2~r2, with Bco taken as 
B, from Ref. 28 (=1.9313 cm-‘, which gives r=1.1281 
A). For the equilibrium geometry, Eq. (B3) gives 
(u,=O.334”, hence B,+a,=100.334”, and for the aver- 
aged geometry LQ= -0.898”, hence 0,+~=51.4”. Since 1, 
is about 20 times larger than I,. , a remains close to zero and 
Zb=Zc=ZR . On the other hand, IA is much more sensitive to 
the value of 8, which explains the large difference between 
the two values of A in the two structures. 
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